Scene of the party
The backyard of one of the buildings at Campus View apartments, the scene of a party Friday night at Saint Joseph's University, received a canine unit present and one arrest made at that party.

Future arrests expected because of alcohol policy
By JOHN LAVELLE
Staff Reporter

Police responding to telephone complaints of "large, out of control parties" broke up student parties at Campus View and Notre Dame apartments Friday night, arresting at least seven Notre Dame students on charges of liquor law violations. And early Sunday morning, two others were arrested at another party at Notre Dame apartments.

Former professor sues ND for discrimination
By ELIZABETH FLOR
Senior Staff Reporter

Eileen Bender, a former assistant professor of English, filed suit against Notre Dame in United States District Court last Thursday. Because of its refusal to renew her teaching contract, she is charging with discrimination on the basis of sex, age and religion.

Mario Cuomo to defend religious/political views at ND
By THERESA GUARINO
Assistant News Editor

New York Governor Mario Cuomo will defend his views on abortion and the relationship between religion and politics when he speaks at Washington Hall next Thursday.

Cuomo, who is a Democrat, was invited to speak at Notre Dame last June, before his keynote address to the Democratic National Convention in July.

Cuomo's lecture is sponsored by the John A. O'Brien lecture series of the Department of Theology.

Cuomo's views on the separation between Church and state have led to several disagreements with New York Archbishop John O'Connor over the issue of legalized abortion. During a televised news conference, O'Connor had said he couldn't understand "how a Catholic in good conscience can vote for a candidate who explicitly supports abortion."

Cuomo, who is Catholic, has explained that while he personally opposes abortion, he still is sworn to uphold the United States Constitution, which guarantees freedom of choice in such a matter. Cuomo has since been speaking on whether his personal religious beliefs should affect his policies as governor.

During his tenancy in office, Cuomo, like his predecessor, Gov. Hugh Carey, has included abortion funding for the poor in the state budget.

Cuomo recently announced his intention to begin a national discussion on the role of "formal religion" in public policy.

In an interview with The New York Times, he said he believes "the Church has never been this aggressively involved" in such national policies before.

Cuomo has said he believes the nation is built on people who don't impose their religious beliefs on others. "So I'm a Catholic governor," he said. "I'm going to make you all Catholics!"

In response, Bishop James W. Maloney, National Conference of Catholic Bishops president, released a statement saying that American bishops do not endorse or oppose political candidates. The statement noted it "would be regrettable if religious candidates' personal views should not influence their policy views: "the implied dichotomy between personal morality and public policy is simply not logically tenable in any adequate view of faith."

Cuomo's lecture will begin at 8 p.m. in Washington Hall's auditorium.
Riot police with clubs, dogs and water cannon arrested hundreds of demonstrators during the national anthem in Santiago's main square yesterday, and one man was killed during an anti-government protest. By midmorning, police reported 165 arrests in Santiago as opponents of President Augusto Pinochet's 11-year-old military regime began two days of demonstrations aimed at paralyzing the country. The Rev. Pierre Dallois, a Roman Catholic priest, said a 25-year-old rehabilitation drug addict was shot in the back by police while running a street barricade in the La Victoria working-class district. But police officials said the slain man was a "common criminal" and the shooting was not related to the protests. Andre Zoladek, president of the worldwide Christian Democratic Movement, was among those arrested in the downtown district area. About 300 people, including labor opposition leader Rodolfo Seguel, were injured there. -AP

Israel's two main political parties reached a "preliminary agreement" on a bipartisan government yesterday, and party leaders Shimon Peres and Vinitsh Shumer will meet to iron out details. The Labor Party and the Likud bloc designated Peres of the Labor Party would meet today to "approve the results" of lower-level negotiations between the two parties. "If there was no certainty that such an agreement could be reached, they would not be meeting," Shumer said. -AP

Soviet leader Konstantin Chernenko not seen in public for nearly two months and rumored to be ailing - is expected to publicly present awards to three Soviet cosmonauts not seen in public for nearly two months and rumored to be ailing - is expected to publicly present awards to three Soviet cosmonauts. The official news agency Tass - AP

Weather

Sunny and continued cool with the high in the upper 60s. - Td}

Q. Seniors, at a school that tries its best to take you for all you've got, what's the best bargain on campus?
A. Registering with Career and Placement Services is the best.

Kevin Williams
Systems Manager
Inside Wednesday

Navy Medical Scholarships Available

Navy Medical Scholarships provide:

- Your full tuition, authorized fees and educational expenses.
- The cost of required books and supplies.
- Rental fees for necessary equipment such as microscopes.
- A monthly cash payment directly to you, to spend any way you wish.

Participation in the Navy Health Professions Scholarship Program does not require 4-year military training nor requires wearing a Navy uniform. Your academic routine and lifestyle will remain the same as other medical students.

Qualifications for this scholarship include:

- Be accepted for the next entering class or currently enrolled in an approved school of medicine or osteopathic.
- Be a U.S. citizen.
- Be physically qualified as a commission Officer. To receive more information, please contact Kathi Scallon Toll Free 1-800-382-9782 or local 269-6199.

Or write to: Medical Programs
Room 646
575 N. Pennsylvania
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Navy Representative will be on campus October 10 & 11 at the Student Union.
LaFortune renovations to get off the ground next spring

By MARK POTTER
Copy Editor

Although there were not many visible renovations to LaFortune Student Center this summer, the first stage of construction may begin next spring, according to Paul Matwiy, recently appointed assistant director of Student Activities. Matwiy said, "Quite a bit did happen over the summer in planning for the renovation. If everything goes according to plan the renovation could be completed by the fall of '86." He added, "It is expected to cost between 3.5 and 4 million dollars."

Director of Student Activities Joni Neal said, "We have a concern about the lack of social space on campus, and we found that the big tours are less than two feet below the ceiling and an issue of small and we have had the Collegiate Jazz Festival there, so we feel we could set it up so that it would be feasible."

Matwiy added that there would be seating for between 2,000 and 2,600 people and admission would be charged for the Campus Network events. Neal hopes LaFortune can be used as "undergraduate night at the senior Bar for either Sept. 15 or 29," said Neal.

Matwiy will attempt to make more use of Stepan. This could include holding concerts there. He said, "We have done some research and we found that the big tours are getting too expensive, so a lot of groups are interested in small venues." He predicted that if 3,000 tickets could be sold the idea would be feasible and ticket prices could be kept "under $10 definitely."

Matwiy believes, "People are willing to give us a try because the (alcohol) policy isn't going to change."

Saint Mary's rejects loft design proposals for Regina Hall rooms

By BUD LUEPK
Staff Reporter

Regina Hall contains some of the smallest rooms on the Saint Mary's campus, and because of this the Department of Housing and Student Life this summer considered a standard loft design, which has since been rejected for safety reasons.

Joni Lindower, director of management, said, "We asked a manufacturer to design a safe loft for a room. They presented a loft with three legs on the floor and the fourth leg resting on something else. Like a desk."

She said this plan was not accepted by the administration, structural integrity being the main concern.

In July a letter prohibiting lofts in Regina was sent out. However, some lofts were constructed despite the letter. Lindower said these lofts have not been examined for feasibility today. "If the lofts are safe, they can stay."

A Regina R.A. who has seen several of the lofts said one loft was less than two feet below the ceiling and stood close to the wire of a hanging light. "It doesn't look safe to me," she said.

Many Regina residents appear to have accepted the administration's ban on lofts.

Student Body President Lee Ann Franks is powerless to change the decision against lofts. "It's all up to the administration," she said.

Director of Housing Pat Rismeyer was unavailable for comment.

Scavenger hunt

Notre Dame Sophomores Kerry Gill, freshman Maria Gertace and sophomores Chuck Bidinger, Kevin Krull, and Julia Pangeplanto, one of the teams participating in yesterday's Sophomore Scavenger Hunt, show off their finds on the Fieldhouse Mall.

More adventure than a blind date.

Can you picture yourself swinging down a cliff or flying in a helicopter? Or crossing a river using only a rope and you own two hands?

We have done all this in Notre Dame ROTC and invite you to do it with us. Army ROTC scholarships pay full tuition while you develop leadership, management and communication skills. The skills you learn in Army ROTC will help you realize your full potential as a leader.

If you're commissioned as an Army Officer you'll have an enriching opportunity to get the kind of experience you'll need for a military career and experience that private employers value.

For more information contact your Professor of Military Science, Army ROTC. Be all you can be.
China studies program kicks off successfully

By MICHAEL J. CHMIEL
Staff Reporter

This summer ten Notre Dame stu­dents got a rare look at a little-known country in the first session of Notre Dame's foreign studies pro­gram in the People's Republic of China.

Dr. Isabel Charles, assistant provost and director of the foreign study program, believes that the China program is an extremely valuable experience.

"The opportunity to spend time in a foreign country - not just tourist time but in which you are studying in that country - is a chance of a lifetime," said Charles. "At this point, many more Notre Dame stu­dents ought to take advantage of it than do.

The China program lasts approxi­mately eight weeks, from early June to Aug. 1. Students can earn six hours of credit in Chinese to fulfill their language require­ment at Notre Dame. Classes and accommoda­tions are provided at the Tianjin Foreign Languages Institute in Tianjin, People’s Republic of China.

In its initial summer the students made the trip with program coord­i­nator Professor Peter Moody of the Centre, N.Y. Among the adventurers was junior Paul Aiello, an economics and government major from Rockville Centre, N.Y. Probably the neat­est thing was our travelling and our climbing of Taishan - one of the four sacred Bud­dhist mountains," said Aiello. "Where we went to school there were no foreigners in a city of 7 million people. Perhaps the most interesting thing was just walking down the street and being a celebrity.

Gus Kelly, a fourth year English and metalurgical engineering major also enjoyed the journey through­out China.

The best part of the program was the opportunity to go visiting around Tianjin in the afternoons," commented Kelly. "We got quite an opportunity to talk with people and ask questions - something we'd never be able to do on our own.

"I would highly recommend the program to people in Business or Arts and Letters," said Kelly. "It's a great opportunity to expand your horizons and get a taste of another culture.

The program "should broaden your horizon and help you to under­stand and appreciate your own country more as well as appreciate a country which, in a lot of ways, is very different," said Moody.

According to Charles, Notre Dame facilitates a smooth transition for students by offering a one­semester course in Chinese. This year Zheng Yun-Shen, a visiting scholar from China will be teaching two Chinese courses on campus.

Admission to the program is available to all students.

Hall Presidents Council grants voting rights to O-C representative

By CAROL CAMP
Senior Staff Reporter

The Hall Presidents Council last night passed a motion granting full voting privileges to the off campus position by a 22-2 margin. The only restriction being the off-campus re­presentative is ineligible to serve as chairman of the HPC.

Off-campus representative Doug Honeywell was pleased with the decision. He said, "I lived in a dorm for two years, and I think that I have an objective view that others might not have. I think I should vote on everything, but I can understand about not being eligible to be HPC chairman."

HPC chairman Chris Tayback cited the HPC's expanding role as the reason that increased off campus involvement is needed. He noted, "There are lots of things that are talked about here that involve other people besides those on campus."

In other business HPC members established an Information Commit­tee which would act as a record keeping body for hall presidents to record successful dorm events which in turn would be passed on to their successors.

By CAROL CAMP
Senior Staff Reporter

The Hall Presidents Council grants voting rights to O-C representa­tive.

Parade preparations


Estimated million people will take part in the observ­ance of 35 years of Communist rule, and authorities are removing impediments to smooth the flow of humanity.
Presidential candidates debate role of religion in campaign speeches

Associated Press

The campaign debate over the relationship between government and religion accelerated yesterday as President Reagan accused critics of advocating "freedom against religion" and Walter Mondale looked ahead to a detailed presentation of his views.

In a speech to the American Legion in Salt Lake City, the president said that "what some would do is to twist the concept of freedom of religion to mean freedom against religion."

Reagan did not identify the targets of his remarks, but White House spokesman Larry Speakes said the president wanted to "set the record straight" in response to what the aide called "distortions" by Mondale and his running mate, Geraldine Ferraro.

Both Democrats have been sharply critical of Reagan's recent statement that "religion and politics are necessarily related."

Mondale said in a radio address Sunday that the Republicans "raised doubts about whether they respect the wall our founders placed between government and religion."

Mondale and Ms. Ferraro were campaigning separately in Reagan's home state of California. Mondale spent yesterday morning in his suite in Long Beach working on speeches he will deliver today and tomorrow.

The Democratic nominee will be in Salt Lake City today to discuss arms control with the American Legion. Tomorrow he will speak to Jewish and Baptist meetings in Washington, D.C., and is expected to spell out in greater detail his views on the relationship between government and religion.

Meanwhile, Vice President George Bush told a student forum at Texas A&M university yesterday that Mondale's opposition to the MX missile and the B-1 bomber amounts to "giving up the store" in advance of arms negotiations with the Soviet Union.

In his American Legion speech, Reagan referred to a "new patriotism" he said he was finding throughout the nation. He said that emotion might have begun with the return of American prisoners from Vietnam, the triumph of an under-dog U.S. hockey team over the Soviets in the 1980 winter Olympic games or the return of U.S. hostages from Iran.

"Well, wherever the new patriotism came from, there can be no gainsaying its arrival," the president added.

Reagan paid tribute to servicemen killed in conflicts and said, "We also fervently hope that such sacrifice will never again have to be asked for and that the day is not far off when there will be no new battlefields to visit and no old soldiers' stories to hear."

On religion the president said, "I can't think of anyone who favors the government establishing a religion in this country. I know I don't."

Reagan said it was essential to "protect the rights of all our citizens to their beliefs, including those who choose no religion."

Parties

continued from page 1

Healy, one of the party's hosts.

The hosts decided to "shut down by 11:15 because too many cars were causing traffic problems, and it was getting out of hand, size wise," Healy said.

Hosts then proceeded to turn off the music, tarp the kegs, and usher people out, but "people still hung around," According to Healy, "the landlords were running around pretty steamed, but he cooled off after St. Joseph's County police arrived." Police broke up the crowd by 11:30, and then left at the request of the landlord, Healy said.

Witnesses reported that the officers were sporadically checking students' identification, but county police reported no arrests or citations at Campus View.

The South Bend Police officer also said that security for Notre Dame home football games would "be the same as it has been for the last two or three years," consisting of four or five additional uniformed officers patrolling the Five Points area for liquor-law violations on game days, and possible undercover operations aimed at preventing the assault and burglary of students and fans.

Get down to business faster: With the BA-35.

If there's one thing business students have always needed, this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator. The Texas Instruments BA-35, the Student Business Analyst. Its built-in business formulas let you perform complicated finance, accounting and statistical functions - the ones you often have to look up in a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out of calculator and classroom.

A powerful combination. Think business. With the BA-35 Student Business Analyst.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS Creating useful products and services for you.

© 1983 Texas Instruments
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Shuttle Discovery's maiden voyage successfully launches all satellites

Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - With a flick of the wrist on their giant robot arm, Discovery's astronauts brushed the irritating ice off the side of their space shuttle yesterday and packed up to come home, their shakedown flight a huge success.

"It worked like a charm," said commander Henry Hartsfield after he gingerly guided the end of the ship's 50-foot crane over the ice that had blocked two waste water vents just behind the cabin on Discovery's port side.

Television pictures, taken by a camera attached to the arm, showed that only a 5-inch, carrot-shaped icicle remained. Six hours later, astronaut Judy Resnik used the camera again and reported:

"We have some good news for you; we took another look at the nozzle and there is no ice."

NASA had worried that the unwelcome hugger-ent, estimated to weigh up to 30 pounds, might break loose and damage the ship's tail during Discovery's violent plunge through the atmosphere today. Such an occurrence would not have endangered the astronauts, but might have required costly and time-consuming repairs before the next flight.

The third ship in NASA's shuttle fleet is to end its inaugural voyage with a desert landing at Edwards Air Force Base in California today at 6:38 a.m. PDT.

It will return with an empty cargo bay, evidence of its success in launching a record three communication satellites on the six-day flight. NASA, which earned $57 million for the triple-header, said yesterday that all three satellites have reached the high orbit necessary for operation.

The two other prime objectives of the mission - testing a 102-foot solar sail for stability and manufacturing test quantities of a pure drug - also were successful and so was a student's crystal growth experiment.

Industry engineer Charles Walker had some problems with the equipment he used to produce the publicly unidentified hormone, but he said he overcame most of them. The student experiment was cut short by blown fuses, but it had run long enough to get results.

Suit

continued from page 1

Dane today because in my judgment the administration of the University has not kept faith with me, my colleagues, nor with our shared ideas of academic freedom and justice," Bender believes the failure to renew her contract is a mistake, she still hopes that this will be remedied and her aim is to rectify this error.

"I would want very much to go to the University and that's one deal to the University and that's one of the reasons why this is so painful," she said. "I owe a great deal to the University and that's one reason the whole University goes against the whole University value system. I believe in publicity, but in correcting any misunderstandings so that she can return to her job. "I owe a great deal to the University and that's one of the reasons why this is so painful," she said. "I would want very much to be a part of it always. It is really the shared value system that I also share, whether or not I am Catholic, and it is the way I have been treated that is against the whole University value system."

Bender stated that Notre Dame is even more interested in publicity, but in correcting any misunderstandings so that she can return to her job. "I owe a great deal to the University and that's one of the reasons why this is so painful," she said. "I would want very much to be a part of it always. It is really the shared value system that I also share, whether or not I am Catholic, and it is the way I have been treated that is against the whole University value system."

Hesburgh prefers Catholic faculty over non-Catholics in some cases. Bender's suit challenges the University's right to discriminate, for women and minorities, and her aim is to rectify this error.

The suit states that Bender, 48, had more stringent reviews than younger or male colleagues with similar credentials, had pursued all avenues of help within the University and had no recourse but to seek legal action.

Bender is suing for reinstatement to the faculty, damages, attorney fees and court costs.

Bender's suit accuses the University of Notre Dame of not renewing her contract despite finding her teaching and research performance equal to that of the younger or male colleagues.

Bender's suit alleges procedural errors were also committed in her review that were absent in the reviews of younger or male colleagues.

Finally, Bender charges that because she is Jewish she was subjected to further discrimination. The suit states that Notre Dame is even more interested in publicity, but in correcting any misunderstandings so that she can return to her job. "I owe a great deal to the University and that's one of the reasons why this is so painful," she said. "I would want very much to be a part of it always. It is really the shared value system that I also share, whether or not I am Catholic, and it is the way I have been treated that is against the whole University value system."

Bender charged that Notre Dame is more interested in publicity, but in correcting any misunderstandings so that she can return to her job. "I owe a great deal to the University and that's one of the reasons why this is so painful," she said. "I would want very much to be a part of it always. It is really the shared value system that I also share, whether or not I am Catholic, and it is the way I have been treated that is against the whole University value system."

Industry engineer Charles Walker had some problems with the equipment he used to produce the publicly unidentified hormone, but he said he overcame most of them. The student experiment was cut short by blown fuses, but it had run long enough to get results.

The Observer
The national campaign for the presidency is underway and the democrats have kicked it off with the usual anti-Reagan rhetoric. They invoke the usual line of attack; a string of fallacies about Ronald Reagan with absolutely no mention of Walter Mondale or the ultra-liberal policies he espouses.

But let's take a more realistic view of Reagan's policies, and leave Mondale to dig his own grave.

Ronald Reagan has always believed that it is the government that should tighten its belt rather than the American people. It is for this reason that Reagan broke with the traditional democratic policy of "tax and spend" by reducing personal income taxes and cutting out wasteful governmental programs. The democrats charge that the tax cut favored the rich while it hurt the middle class and poor; this is simply not the case. Statistics prove just the opposite, and I contend it goes into effect no one will benefit more than the lower class and the poor. Concerning social pro-

grams, the democrats would have you believe that Reagan has drastically cut each and every program. In fact, Reagan has made a concerted effort to increase each to program (which is only logical when one considers the drastic reduc-

tion in the inflation rate). Some use food stamps as an example of where Reagan has "made across the board slashes". The truth of the matter is that under the Reagan administration more people than ever are being aided by that program.

In 1980 a poll was taken which asked what the individual felt was the major problem facing the United States. Overwhelmingly the people exclaimed INFLATION! Ronald Reagan has always believed that inflation was the cruelest tax of them all. In 1980 the infla-

tion rate was 13.5 percent, now it hovers around 4 percent. In addition, Reagan fought to reduce the burden of unemployment; pres-

ently the rate of unemployment is a point lower than when Carter-Mondale left office, and it is still dropping. In 1980 interest rates were 21.5 percent and now they have been reduced to the low teens. The stock market in the last two years has broken record after sales record. The prediction by democrats that the "bottom would fall out" during this past sum-

mer has proved to be categorically wrong. In contrast, economic indicators are painting a rosier picture for the futre than even Reagan predicted.

Turning to Reagan's foreign policy, we see that he does not have the "itchy finger" which the democrats predicted in 1980. In fact, he has had a more stable policy which rests on negotiating out of strong. We have regained respect around the world which we lost during the Iranian Hostage crisis and not one inch of soil has been lost to communism un-

der his administration. Some democrats claim that Ronald Reagan has not met with the So-
viet leadership because of his staunch anti-

communist views. What they fail to take into account is that since Ronald Reagan took of-

fice there have been three different (and quite dif-

ferent) Soviet leaders. Reagan has opened the door many times, hopefully it will be soon that the Russians step through.

In regard to those who attack Reagan's policy in Grenada as similar to Afghanistan, they are sorely mistaken. The Grenada re-

cession was the only appropriate response to the Cuban interference and the invasions by six Caribbean nations. We acted justly and when we were finished we left; the same can be said about Afghanistan.

Gone are the days when foreign policy meant shopping athletes who have trained all their life from participating in the Olympics. Gone are the days when the burden of foreign policy was placed solely on the grain farmers, with no international effect. Gone are the days of a weak NATO alliance. We have a strong, consistent foreign policy with Reagan as our leader.

The choice is clear: Ronald Reagan has always believed that he is an excellent leader. We have economic recovery and growth. We have a firm, coherent foreign policy. We have a return to traditional values, family, faith and pride. We have a strong leader who is first to admit that we have accomplished much, but we have much more to do. As he says, "We cannot, must not, and will not turn back. We will finish this job."

Bill Healy is chairman of Notre Dame for Reagan Bush and is a junior in the College of Arts & Letters at Notre Dame.

- Bill Healy
Sports Briefs

Jim Dolan, Ken Barlow, and Jim Kempton were named for the 1984-85 basketball season at a team meeting last week. The three juniors are expected to compose Notre Dame's starting front line this year.

The ND Men's basketball club will hold a mandatory meeting for all new and returning players tomorrow, Sept. 6, at 7 p.m. in LaFortune Little Theatre. Everyone interested is welcome.

The swimming team will hold an organizational meeting today at 4:50 p.m. in the ACC Auditorium. Students interested in either indoor or outdoor track should attend.

The ND-SMC gymnastics club will have its first formal meeting today at Angela Athletic Facility at 4:15 p.m. All interested students are welcome. For more information, call Matt Sennett at 3234.

The ND-SMC sailing club will have a meeting today at 6 p.m. at the boathouse for everyone, especially new members, in your chance to get the complete scoop on the club.

The Saint Mary's basketball team will hold an organizational meeting tomorrow at 7 p.m. at the Angela Athletic Facility.
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Are you in need of FINANCIAL AID?

CHANCE! FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE FOR

UNDERGRADUATES, LAW STUDENTS, GRADRSTUENT TEACHERS, SECURITY

INTERESTED IN BECOMING A STUDENT MANAGER. ENTER THROUGH GATE 2. -

The Observer

Gerry Faust will be the guest speaker at an informal meeting today at 8:30 p.m. in the ACC Auditorium for any freshmen interested in becoming a Student Manager. Enter through Gate 2. -
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LIVING OFF CAMPUS??  NO INVESTMENT!!

We provide the washer, dryer installation, delivery, service & parts

CALL NOW
WHITMER SALES & SERVICE
234-5031

The Alternative to the South Bend Blues.

PO-FLAKE Presents

THE ORIGINAL MOVIE POSTER EXHIBIT AND SALE

Hundreds of original movie posters and memorabilia from the silent era to the present

WHEN: TODAY THROUGH TUESDAY
WHERE: BASEMENT OF LAFORUNTE STUDENT CENTER

STOP IN & SEE THE MOVIE POSTER EXHIBIT

DON'T MISS IT!!

By JERRY MELIA

A washington Post Report

Big, strong, and well experienced.
That's how Head Offensive Line Coach Carl Selmer describes this year's line.

After looking at the members of the unit the statement would hardly be left open to question. With a com- bination totaling almost 1,400 lbs. of beef and nine monograms earned, anyone would feel safe behind this offensive line.

The line is headed by Larry Williams at the strong guard position. This 6-6, 272-pound senior was elected as one of the Irish team captains for the 1984 season. Williams has been moved from quick tackle to strong guard this season where his size and strength could best help the team. It will be this senior's job to replace Neil Maune who started every game for the Irish last year in this position. In evaluating Williams' efforts in the past, it can be seen that he is more than capable to do the job once done by the graduated Maune.

This versatile lineman has been on many pre-season All-America teams, all of which will hold up if Williams continues to perform the way he has in the past.

Members of the offensive line, as well as the entire team, can also look to senior Mike Kelley for leadership. Kelley, a 6-5, 266-pound senior, started every game at center this past season and can only add experi- ence and consistency to the entire squad.

Like Williams, Kelley has an excel- lent chance in earning All-America honors at his position.

At the strong tackle position the Irish have Mike Perrino. The 6-5, 271-pound junior started eight games last season and will assume this role this week against Purdue. Although he experienced a shoulder injury which required arthroscopic surgery last April, it is expected that this will not hinder Perrino in any way.

With the movement of Larry Williams to strong guard, the position of quick tackle is left wide open. Tom Dverger will be the man to fill this position. This 6-5, 272-pound junior played in all eleven regular season games last season while starting at both quick guard and strong tackle at different points. Dverger has proven to be an invaluable asset because of his capabilities to play each position on the line.

Situation pending appeal

Smith suspended for umpire's fall

He said he didn't mean to bump Rippley or knock him down.
"It's been appealed, so he'll be able to play until the umpire gets a hearing," St. Louis Manager Whitey Herzog said. "He'll play tonight, he'll play to- morrow night and he'll play until this is settled." He added: "I don't think it was purposely based, their decision on a 'busted' look at game films and the reports fielded by the university."

"I like to go play golf and go (explicative) girls and get drunk," Fralic told the Pitt News in a story published last Friday. "If you can put that in there, put that in there. I don't care."

Of the Heisman, Lombardi and Outland trophies to outstanding col- legiate football players, Fralic said, "I probably really worry about a Heisman. I don't know what the hell some sportswriter in East (explicative) is gonna write about or who he's gonna vote for. I imagine there's a lot of guys that vote because they like this guy because he's from the school they like."

Both the student reporter who conducted the interview, Joe Zeff, and the sports editor, Todd Errick, have reported that Fralic has had no holds barred, expulsive-filled in- terview in the campus newspaper.

Pitt's Fralic of tendemany in interview

Associated Press

Pitt offensive tackle Bill Fralic, being promoted by the university for this year's Heisman Trophy, has offended some administrators with a no-holds-barred, expulsive-filled in- terview in the campus newspaper.

"I like to go play golf and go (explicative) girls and get drunk," Fralic told the Pitt News in a story published last Friday. "If you can put that in there, put that in there. I don't care."

Of the Heisman, Lombardi and Outland trophies to outstanding col- legiate football players, Fralic said, "I probably really worry about a Heisman. I don't know what the hell some sportswriter in East (explicative) is gonna write about or who he's gonna vote for. I imagine there's a lot of guys that vote because they like this guy because he's from the school they like."

Both the student reporter who conducted the interview, Joe Zeff, and the sports editor, Todd Errick, have reported that Fralic has had no holds barred, expulsive-filled interviews. "We did take out a number of profanities," Zeff said.

"I felt the ones we left in were more important to the story," Fralic said. He was only joking and didn't expect his words to be printed.

Ladies and Knights of Columbus
OPEN HOUSE
K of C Hall
Tonight 7:00 p.m.

Stop by to learn about our groups and the good community work we do.

Free Refreshments!
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make his visit to Notre Dame, he
cancelled on us. He told us he
wanted to visit Notre Dame, but
then he changes his mind. So, you
question that but his schedule is full.
Besides, if we lose a kid because an­
other school is giving him things il­
legally, we don't want him anyway.
Q. What do you think can be done
to solve the problem?
A. The best way to solve this
whole thing is very simple: a young man who takes some­
thing should be ineligible for four years. Make the school
keep him on scholarship so they won't be able to replace
him until the four years is up. Then, if the head coach or assis­
tant is aware of it, he ought to be
fired.
Q. What can Notre Dame offer to a
recruit in place of the illegal fer­
ing's by other schools?
A. We tell the young men, "We
aren't any concessions made here for athletes that I know of; they're asked to do
everything just like any other student."

Notre Dame are not only com­
peting in sports, but also are competing against the above-
average student in the class­
room.
Q. Do you mean that an athlete has
to spend time practicing every
day, yet not get any concessions
in his class?
A. Maybe you know some things
that happen, but I don't. There
aren't any courses that are set
up for an athlete here, and most universities have them. There
aren't any concessions made here for athletes that I know of—
they're asked to do everything
just like any other student. In the
junior college schools that make the concessions are cheating the athlete. We're playing against a lot of people
that we would have recruited, but who we couldn't get into
college. They've found that so far they've really risen to the top
as far as graduating. That's a real
credit to them because here it's
tough for everybody, not only student-athletes. Tutoring is critical

for our players, but the good
thing here at Notre Dame is that
non-athletes can get the same
guidance that is available to the
athletes.
Q. Do you think that the huge tele­
vision contracts tempt schools to
cheat?
A. It's a difficult thing to cope
with. There's an aura of prestige
and it has a far reaching effect on
college presidents around the
country—they end up doing something the way they per­
sonally would not want to. Fa­
er Hedburgh and Father Joyce
won't bend to anything. It's got
out of hand.
Q. Don't you feel at a loss because
you never know when that
career will end. Athletes at
Notre Dame are not only com­
peting in sports, but also are competing against the above-
average student in the class­
room.
Q. Do you mean that an athlete has
to spend time practicing every
day, yet not get any concessions
in his class?
A. Maybe you know some things
that happen, but I don't. There
aren't any courses that are set
up for an athlete here, and most
universities have them. There
aren't any concessions made
for athletes that I know of—
they're asked to do everything
just like any other student. In the
junior college schools that make the concessions are cheating the athlete. We're playing against a lot of people
that we would have recruited, but who we couldn't get into
college. They've found that so far they've really risen to the top
as far as graduating. That's a real
credit to them because here it's
tough for everybody, not only student-athletes. Tutoring is critical

for our players, but the good
thing here at Notre Dame is that
non-athletes can get the same
guidance that is available to the
athletes.
Q. Do you think that the huge tele­
vision contracts tempt schools to
cheat?
A. It's a difficult thing to cope
with. There's an aura of prestige
and it has a far reaching effect on
college presidents around the
country—they end up doing something the way they per­
sonally would not want to. Fa­
er Hedburgh and Father Joyce
won't bend to anything. It's got
out of hand.
Q. Don't you feel at a loss because
you never know when that
career will end. Athletes at
Notre Dame are not only com­
peting in sports, but also are competing against the above-
average student in the class­
room.
Q. Do you mean that an athlete has
to spend time practicing every
day, yet not get any concessions
in his class?
A. Maybe you know some things
that happen, but I don't. There
aren't any courses that are set
up for an athlete here, and most
universities have them. There
aren't any concessions made
for athletes that I know of—
they're asked to do everything
just like any other student. In the
junior college schools that make the concessions are cheating the athlete. We're playing against a lot of people
that we would have recruited, but who we couldn't get into
college. They've found that so far they've really risen to the top
as far as graduating. That's a real
credit to them because here it's
tough for everybody, not only student-athletes. Tutoring is critical

for our players, but the good
thing here at Notre Dame is that
non-athletes can get the same
guidance that is available to the
athletes.
Today

Bloom County

Tank McNamara

The Far Side

Gary Larson

Campus

Today - Latest Day For All Class Changes,
• Lunch - Fast Sign-Ups. North and South Dining Halls, Sponsored by N-D World Hunger Coalition.
• 12:10 p.m. - Dialogue, "Must We Legislate Against Abortion?" Prof. Blakey and Prof. Rice, Presented by the Social Justice Forum, Room 101 of the Law School.
• 4 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. - Aerobics, ACC Gym 4, Above Gate 3, Sponsored by NVA, A25 semester.
• 6:20 p.m. - Physics Colloquium, "Nuclear Reactors and the Nuclear Reactor Industry," Dr. Brian Chen, Argonne National Laboratory, Room 118 Nieuwland.
• 7:10 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Aerobics, ACC Gym 4, Above Gate 3, Sponsored by NVA, A25 semester.
• 8:15 p.m. - Circle K Club Meeting, Center For Social Concerns.
• 7 p.m. - Placement Night, Engineering Majors, Library Auditorium, Sponsored by Career and Placement Services.
• 7 p.m. - Open House, K of C Open House, K of C Hall, Sponsored by the Ladies and Knights of Columbus, Free.
• 7 p.m. - Meeting, All Those Interested Working for Science Quarterly, 343 Nieuwland.
• 7 p.m. - Meeting, International Student Organization, 150 Lounge - Basement of LaFortune.
• 7 and 9:30 p.m. and 12:00 noon - "Film, "Blues Brothers," Engineering Auditorium.
• 8:30 p.m. - Open House, K of C Open House, K of C Hall, Sponsored by the Ladies and Knights of Columbus, Free.
• 9:30 p.m. - Open House, K of C Open House, K of C Hall, Sponsored by the Ladies and Knights of Columbus, Free.

TV Tonight

7:00 p.m. - 16 Double Trouble
7:30 p.m. - 16 Jennifer West in Here
8:00 p.m. - 16 Facts of Life
9:00 p.m. - 16 St. Elsewhere
10:00 p.m. - 16 NewsCenter 16
10:30 p.m. - 16 Tonight Show

Latest Day For All Class Changes, Drop/Add, Friday, September 7, 1984.

Placement Services.

Placement Night, Sponsored by Career and Placement Services.

Tuesday's Solution

41 Thrall
44 Harem slave: var.
46 Crosswatt
49 Mr. Winter
51 Claws
53 Out of the way
55 Cartwright or Bede

ACROSS
1.08 Blancheh
6. Transulant silica
10. Sp. river
12. Plexus
13. Baltic feeder
14. Ostracize
15. Festive
16. Exigency
17. Asian mountain composition
18. Delete
20. Latvia
21. Speed up
22. Dodger temple
23. Sensor
24. Jade
25. Marsh elers
26. Novelist Delos
27. "Forever--"
28. Polo precurser
29. Turk coaches
30. Bulbous plant
31. Paper measures
32. Bulbous plant
33. Paper measures
34. Bulbous plant
35. Paper measures
36. Bulbous plant
37. Ref.
38. Periodical note
39. Cream or cap
40. Deed
41. Hood
42. Curved molding
43. Bede
44. Son or cap
45. Gnome: Lat.
46. Gnome: Lat.
47. Gnome: Lat.
49. Gnome: Lat.
50. Gnome: Lat.
51. Gnome: Lat.
52. Gnome: Lat.
53. Gnome: Lat.
54. Gnome: Lat.
55. Gnome: Lat.
56. Gnome: Lat.
57. Gnome: Lat.
58. Gnome: Lat.
59. Gnome: Lat.
60. Gnome: Lat.
61. Gnome: Lat.
62. Gnome: Lat.
63. Gnome: Lat.
64. Gnome: Lat.
65. Gnome: Lat.
66. Gnome: Lat.
67. Gnome: Lat.
68. Gnome: Lat.
69. Gnome: Lat.
70. Gnome: Lat.
71. Gnome: Lat.
72. Gnome: Lat.
73. Gnome: Lat.
74. Gnome: Lat.
75. Gnome: Lat.
76. Gnome: Lat.
77. Gnome: Lat.
78. Gnome: Lat.
79. Gnome: Lat.
80. Gnome: Lat.
81. Gnome: Lat.
82. Gnome: Lat.
83. Gnome: Lat.
84. Gnome: Lat.
85. Gnome: Lat.
86. Gnome: Lat.
87. Gnome: Lat.
88. Gnome: Lat.
89. Gnome: Lat.
90. Gnome: Lat.
91. Gnome: Lat.
92. Gnome: Lat.
93. Gnome: Lat.
94. Gnome: Lat.
95. Gnome: Lat.
96. Gnome: Lat.
97. Gnome: Lat.
98. Gnome: Lat.
100. Gnome: Lat.
101. Gnome: Lat.
102. Gnome: Lat.
103. Gnome: Lat.
104. Gnome: Lat.
105. Gnome: Lat.
106. Gnome: Lat.
107. Gnome: Lat.
108. Gnome: Lat.
110. Gnome: Lat.
111. Gnome: Lat.
112. Gnome: Lat.
113. Gnome: Lat.
114. Gnome: Lat.
115. Gnome: Lat.
117. Gnome: Lat.
118. Gnome: Lat.
119. Gnome: Lat.
120. Gnome: Lat.
121. Gnome: Lat.
122. Gnome: Lat.
123. Gnome: Lat.
124. Gnome: Lat.
125. Gnome: Lat.
126. Gnome: Lat.
127. Gnome: Lat.
128. Gnome: Lat.
129. Gnome: Lat.
130. Gnome: Lat.
131. Gnome: Lat.
132. Gnome: Lat.
133. Gnome: Lat.
134. Gnome: Lat.
135. Gnome: Lat.
136. Gnome: Lat.
137. Gnome: Lat.
138. Gnome: Lat.
139. Gnome: Lat.
140. Gnome: Lat.
141. Gnome: Lat.
142. Gnome: Lat.
143. Gnome: Lat.
144. Gnome: Lat.
145. Gnome: Lat.
146. Gnome: Lat.
147. Gnome: Lat.
148. Gnome: Lat.
149. Gnome: Lat.
150. Gnome: Lat.

S.A.B. PRESENTS:

THE BLUES BROTHERS

SAB Record Store:

- stamps
- tapes
- records
- tickets

STOP BY AND CHECK IT OUT MAIN FLOOR OF LAFORTUNE
Irish out for revenge against IUPU in soccer's season opener tonight

By PHIL WOLF
Assistant Sports Editor

Violations hard to prove

The Irish already are suffering from several injuries, although they have yet to don their game jerseys. Two starters—captain Steve Chang and Eric Evans—appear to be out for the season with broken legs, while several other players are suffering from less serious injuries. Forward Pat Stanto and midfielder Chris Tell are both doubtful for tonight’s game. Grace says he realizes that IUPU is a good team, but he points out some of the advantages the Irish will have tonight.

“(IUPU) teams are always extremely well-prepared, extremely fit,” he says. “They’re there. They got their kids, which I think can work in our favor. And we have them at home which I think can work in our favor.”

Leading the attack for the Irish will be senior co-captain Rich Berdegan. The 5-11 forward was Notre Dame’s leading scorer last year with 16 goals and 10 assists.

Meanwhile, Dominick Diiano, the Irish’s third captain, will be anchoring the defense. Diiano will continue to play in the sweeper position, where last year he was a solid force in the “Irish Carpet” which allowed opponents only 15 goals. If these team leaders and the rest of the Irish play up to their potential, Grace says he feels Notre Dame has a very good victory.

“I know (IUPU) had a great recruiting year,” Grace admits, “but they return almost all of their starters from last year. But I think if we play like we can play, we’ll be very tough to beat.”

A. The Irish already are suffering from several injuries, although they have yet to don their game jerseys. Two starters—captain Steve Chang and Eric Evans—appear to be out for the season with broken legs, while several other players are suffering from less serious injuries. Forward Pat Stanto and midfielder Chris Tell are both doubtful for tonight’s game.

B. Grace says he realizes that IUPU is a good team, but he points out some of the advantages the Irish will have tonight.

C. Leading the attack for the Irish will be senior co-captain Rich Berdegan. The 5-11 forward was Notre Dame’s leading scorer last year with 16 goals and 10 assists. Meanwhile, Dominick Diiano, the Irish’s third captain, will be anchoring the defense. Diiano will continue to play in the sweeper position, where last year he was a solid force in the “Irish Carpet” which allowed opponents only 15 goals.

D. If these team leaders and the rest of the Irish play up to their potential, Grace says he feels Notre Dame has a very good victory.

Odds favor Irish in Indianapolis

By Chuck Ehrman

Sports Writer

Irish Update...As far as personnel is concerned, the Irish have made some key moves. Defender Bryan Reynolds, who began the season as a reserve, has been moved to left back to replace the injured Robby Buss. The position is one that Reynolds has been playing for much of his soccer career, and it is a position where he feels comfortable.

The Irish have also been active in recruiting. Coach Mike Corrigan has signed several players, including a number of high school stars. One of the players who has signed is a highly rated forward who has been playing club soccer. The Irish are hoping that this player will be able to contribute immediately.

Defensively, the Irish have been working on improving their goalkeeping. Junior goalie Mike Johnston has been working with the goalkeeping coach, and he is improving his technique. Senior captain John Carney will take care of kicking off the tee. If it’s a close game, it could come down to how well these players perform.

For those of you who are new to Notre Dame football, the team is one of the best kept secrets on campus. In short, the Irish have said what they want to do, and they have done it. In addition, the Irish have a strong tradition of winning.

One thing to watch for on Saturday will be the performance of the specialty teams. With the departure of punter Blair Kiel and place-kicker Mike Johnston, the Irish will be using relatively inexperienced players to fill those slots. Mike Vitrano will handle the punting chores, while John Carney will take care of kicking off the tee. If it’s a close game, it could come down to how well these players perform.

Do not look for any major strategy surprises from the coaching staff. You know Notre Dame will want to mix it up more on offense than last year, so Allen Pinkett will probably only carry the ball a maximum of 20 times. Look for Steve Beuerlein to throw more often, as well as hand it off to the fullbacks with greater frequency.

In short, the Irish have said what they want to do, and now it’s up to Purdue to stop them. It’s just that simple.

Pick of the Week...Another team will open the season with Purdue this weekend. Jeff Lindenfield will make her Irish coaching debut as the Notre Dame field hockey team will open the season against the Ball State Cardinals on Saturday.

This team is one of the best kept secrets on campus, and after pulling off an 11-9-2 season a year ago, it’s time they got some of the respect they deserve. Sophomore Corinne DiGiacomo (18 goals in 85) will lead the Irish attack, while junior Jamie Gallagher will work in goal at trying to reduce her 1.24 GAA (goal against average) from a year ago. It should be a good game, so plan to be there.